Displaced Bucket-handle Tears and Injuries of the ACL
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If you are asked to produce a displaced bucket handle tear in a human knee, what would you do? This poster presents two different pathomechanisms and one clinical study.

Instability Model of Bucket-handle Tears

Pasta Model of Bucket-handle Tears

Clinical Study
We looked at 61 consecutive patients with displaced bucket handle tears and wanted to know, how often we could detect pathologies of the anterior cruciate ligament.

Results
During the study period 61 patients (47 male, 14 female; age M 35, SD 13, Min 14 Max 69) were treated with 63 bucket-handle tears (26 left and 35 right knee joints, 10 medial meniscus and 53 lateral meniscus). 21 patients had partial tears or steep grafts of the ACL, in 28 patients complete tears of the ACL were found. 12 knee joints have been described as stable.

Conclusion
The etiology of bucket-handle tears can be well explained by the instability model. In case of 12 other patients we think that a pasta like mechanism could have produced the displaced tear.

Clinical Relevance
1. Patients with bucket handle tears should be investigated preoperatively with an MRT (Lit.1).
2. During arthroscopy the anterior cruciate ligament, in particular the PL bundle, should be tested for elongation or rupture (Lit. 2, 3)
3. Bucket handle tears should be sutured if possible, since the condition of an intact outer fiber layer is given.
4. In case of a tear of the anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction should be performed simultaneously, or early secondary.
5. Bucket handle tears without lesions of the anterior cruciate ligament are rare.
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